
What is the Renewables Obligaon?
The Renewables Obligaon (RO) was 
introduced in 2002 to provide incen-
ves to build large scale renewables 
electricity generaon in the UK. Eligible 
generators receive Renewables 
Obligaon Cerficates (ROCs) for the
electricity that they produce.

RROCs are issued by energy regulator 
Ofgem to generators proporonate to 
the amount of electricity they generate. 
The exact proporons depend on the 
technology and the year each project 
started to generate electricity 
commercially.

The scheme The scheme works by obligang suppli-
ers to source a proporon of the elec-
tricity they provide to customers every 
year, from generators with ROCs. This 
proporon is known as the “obligaon”.

SupplieSuppliers buy the ROCs so they can 
demonstrate to Ofgem that they have 
complied with the RO.

Why is the RO relevant to me?
Suppliers that cannot, or choose not to 
buy enough ROCs can “buy-out” their 
obligaon by paying a fee to Ofgem 
based on any shorall. However, 
suppliesuppliers have an incenve to buy ROCs 
if they can because all the money 
collected in the buy-out fees (minus 
admin costs) is redistributed by Ofgem 
to those suppliers who have been able 
to source ROCs.

If If you are a very large user, you may see 
RO as a specific line on your bill, but in 
most cases, it is bundled in to the unit 
rates. The cost of the RO is somemes 
described as a “third party charge” 
because it is out of the direct control of 
the supplier. Typically, suppliers base 
their etheir esmated costs on what they 
would have to pay if they had sourced 
no ROCs from generaon over the year 
and instead paid the buy out fee of 
100% of the electricity sales.
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What does the future hold for the RO?
In April 2017 the scheme closed to new 
projects. Its closure does not mean that 
the cost to consumers will end, as 
projects receiving support under it, will 
connue to do so unl 2037.

The The RO has been replaced with a 
support mechanism for large scale 
renewables, known as Contracts for 
Difference (FiT CfD). This is a compo-
nent of the government’s Electricity 
Market Reform (EMR).    

CoCosts for the RO are thought to be 
stabilising with some of the inial 
projects leaving the scheme and others, 
due to economics and inefficiencies, 
reducing their generaon. This 
represents about 13% of the bill.   

The The cost of the RO has been difficult for 
suppliers to forecast, especially when 
they are offering contracts that last 
longer than one year. Some will reserve 
the right to change this depending on 
the outcome, although Indigo Swan 
tend to request that this is a fixed price 
elemeelement within contracts. 

From April 2018 Energy Intensive 
Industries (EII) were given an 85% 
exempon from the RO to help them 
be more compe ve. This does mean 
that the cost burden must be spread to 
others. 

There is the possibility that the  
qualificaon criteria to achieve EII may 
be reduced, allowing more companies 
to benefit from an exempon, further 
increasing the cost.

FinallFinally, there have been a number of 
energy suppliers that have closed, that 
did not make their payments into the 
scheme. This unfortunately means that 
Ofgem look to recover these charges 
through, RO Mutualisaon. When this 
happens and if applicable, your energy 
supplier should be in supplier should be in touch to explain 
the process, which may include an 
addional contribuon.             
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“Costs for the RO are thought to be 
stabilising with some of the inial 

projects leaving the scheme and others, 
due to economics and inefficiencies, 
reducing their generaon.”
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